Distributed representations of words learned from text have proved to be successful in various natural language processing tasks in recent times. While some methods represent words as vectors computed from text using predictive model (Word2vec) or dense count based model (GloVe), others attempt to represent these in a distributional thesaurus network structure where the neighborhood of a word is a set of words having adequate context overlap. Being motivated by recent surge of research in network embedding techniques (DeepWalk, LINE, node2vec etc.), we turn a distributional thesaurus network into dense word vectors and investigate the usefulness of distributional thesaurus embedding in improving overall word representation. This is the first attempt where we show that combining the proposed word representation obtained by distributional thesaurus embedding with the state-of-the-art word representations helps in improving the performance by a significant margin when evaluated against NLP tasks like word similarity and relatedness, synonym detection, analogy detection. Additionally, we show that even without using any handcrafted lexical resources we can come up with representations having comparable performance in the word similarity and relatedness tasks compared to the representations where a lexical resource has been used.
Introduction
Natural language understanding has always been a primary challenge in natural language processing (NLP) domain. Learning word representations is one of the basic and primary steps in understanding text and there are predominantly two views of learning word representations. In one realm of representation, words are vectors of distributions obtained from analyzing their contexts in the text and two words are considered meaningfully similar if the vectors of those words are close in the euclidean space. In recent times, attempts have been made for dense representation of words, be it using predictive model like Word2vec or count-based model like GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) which are computationally efficient as well. Another stream of representation talks about network like structure where two words are considered neighbors if they both occur in the same context above a certain number of times. The words are finally represented using these neighbors. Distributional Thesaurus network is one such instance of this type, the notion of which was used in early work about distributional semantics (Grefenstette, 2012; Lin, 1998; Curran and Moens, 2002) . One such representation is JoBimText proposed by that contains, for each word, a list of words that are similar with respect to their bigram distribution, thus producing a network representation. Later, introduced a highly scalable approach for computing this network. We mention this representation as a DT network throughout this article. With the emergence of recent trend of embedding large networks into dense low-dimensional vector space efficiently (Perozzi et al., 2014; Tang et al., 2015; Grover and Leskovec, 2016) which are focused on capturing different properties of the network like neighborhood structure, community structure, etc., we explore representing DT network in a dense vector space and evaluate its useful application in various NLP tasks.
There has been attempt (Ferret, 2017) to turn distributional thesauri into word vectors for synonym extraction and expansion but the full utilization of DT embedding has not yet been explored. In this paper, as a main contribution, we investigate the best way of turning a Distributional Thesaurus (DT) network into word embeddings by applying efficient network embedding methods and analyze how these embeddings generated from DT network can improve the representations generated from prediction-based model like Word2vec or dense count based semantic model like GloVe. We experiment with several combination techniques and find that DT network embedding can be combined with Word2vec and GloVe to outperform the performances when used independently. Further, we show that we can use DT network embedding as a proxy of WordNet embedding in order to improve the already existing state-of-the-art word representations as both of them achieve comparable performance as far as word similarity and word relatedness tasks are concerned. Considering the fact that the vocabulary size of WordNet is small and preparing WordNet like lexical resources needs huge human engagement, it would be useful to have a representation which can be generated automatically from corpus. We also attempt to combine both WordNet and DT embeddings to improve the existing word representations and find that DT embedding still has some extra information to bring in leading to better performance when compared to combination of only WordNet embedding and state-of-theart word embeddings. While most of our experiments are focused on word similarity and relatedness tasks, we show the usefulness of DT embeddings on synonym detection and analogy detection as well. In both the tasks, combined representation of GloVe and DT embeddings shows promising performance gain over state-of-the-art embeddings.
Related Work
The core idea behind the construction of distributional thesauri is the distributional hypothesis (Firth, 1957) : "You should know a word by the company it keeps". The semantic neighbors of a target word are words whose contexts overlap with the context of a target word above a certain threshold. Some of the initial attempts for preparing distributional thesaurus are made by Lin (1998), Curran and Moens (2002) , Grefenstette (2012) . The semantic relation between a target word and its neighbors can be of different types, e.g., synonymy, hypernymy, hyponymy or other relations (Adam et al., 2013; Budanitsky and Hirst, 2006 ) which prove to be very useful in different natural language tasks. Even though computation of sparse count based models used to be inefficient, in this era of high speed processors and storage, attempts are being made to streamline the computation with ease. One such effort is made by Kilgarriff et al. (2004) where they propose Sketch Engine, a corpus tool which takes as input a corpus of any language and corresponding grammar patterns, and generates word sketches for the words of that language and a thesaurus. Recently, introduce a new highly scalable approach for computing quality distributional thesauri by incorporating pruning techniques and using a distributed computation framework. They prepare distributional thesaurus from Google book corpus in a network structure and make it publicly available.
In another stream of literature, word embeddings represent words as dense unit vectors of real numbers, where vectors that are close together in euclidean space are considered to be semantically related. In this genre of representation, one of the captivating attempt is made by , where they propose Word2vec, basically a set of two predictive models for neural embedding whereas Pennington et al. (2014) propose GloVe, which utilizes a dense count based model to come up with word embeddings that approximate this. Comparisons have also been made between count-based and prediction-based distributional models upon various tasks like relatedness, analogy, concept categorization etc., where researchers show that prediction-based word embeddings outperform sparse count-based methods used for computing distributional semantic models. In other study, Levy and Goldberg (2014) show that dense count-based methods, using PPMI weighted co-occurrences and SVD, approximates neural word embeddings. Later, Levy et al. (2015) show the impact of various parameters and the best performing parameters for these methods. All these approaches are completely text based; no external knowledge source has been used.
More recently, a new direction of investigation has been opened up where researchers are trying to combine knowledge extracted from knowledge bases, images with distributed word representations prepared from text with the expectation of getting better representation. Some use Knowledge bases like WordNet (Miller, 1995) , FreeBase (Bollacker et al., 2008) , PPDB (Ganitkevitch et al., 2013) , ConceptNet (Speer et al., 2017) , whereas others use ImageNet (Frome et al., 2013; Kiela and Bottou, 2014; for capturing visual representation of lexical items. There are various ways of combining multiple representations. Some of the works extract lists of relations from knowledge bases and use those to either modify the learning algorithms (Halawi et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2014; Tian et al., 2016; Rastogi et al., 2015) or post-process pre-trained word representations (Faruqui et al., 2015) . Another line of literature prepares dense vector representation from each of the modes (text, knowledge bases, visual etc.) and tries to combine the vectors using various methods like concatenation, centroid computation, principal component analysis (Jolliffe, 1986) , canonical correlation analysis (Faruqui and Dyer, 2014) etc. One such recent attempt is made by Goikoetxea et al. (2016) where they prepare vector representation from WordNet following the method proposed by Goikoetxea et al. (2015) , which combines random walks over knowledge bases and neural network language model, and tries to improve the vector representation constructed from text using this. As in lexical knowledge bases, the number of lexical items involved is much less than the raw text and preparing such resources is a cumbersome task, our investigation tries to find whether we can use DT network instead of some knowledge bases like WordNet and achieve comparable performance on NLP tasks like word similarity and word relatedness. In order to prepare vector representation from DT network, we attempt to use various network embeddings like DeepWalk (Perozzi et al., 2014) , LINE (Tang et al., 2015) , struc2vec (Ribeiro et al., 2017) , node2vec (Grover and Leskovec, 2016) etc. Some of those try to capture the neighbourhood or community structure in the network while some attempt to capture structural similarity between nodes, second order proximity, etc.
Proposed Methodology
Our aim is to analyze the effect of integrating the knowledge of Distributional Thesaurus network with the state-of-the-art word representation models to prepare a better word representation. We first prepare vector representations from Distributional Thesaurus (DT) network applying network representation learning model. Next we combine this thesaurus embedding with state-of-theart vector representations prepared using GloVe and Word2vec model for analysis.
Distributional Thesaurus (DT) Network
Riedl and Biemann (2013) use the Google books corpus, consisting of texts from over 3.4 million digitized English books published between 1520 and 2008 and construct a distributional thesauri (DT) network using the syntactic n-gram data (Goldberg and Orwant, 2013) . The authors first compute the lexicographer's mutual information (LMI) (Kilgarriff et al., 2004) for each bigram, which gives a measure of the collocational strength of a bigram. Each bigram is broken into a word and a feature, where the feature consists of the bigram relation and the related word. Then the top 1000 ranked features for each word are taken and for each word pair, intersection of their corresponding feature set is obtained. The word pairs having number of overlapping features above a threshold are retained in the network. In a nutshell, the DT network contains, for each word, a list of words that are similar with respect to their bigram distribution . In the network, each word is a node and there is a weighted edge between a pair of words where the weight corresponds to the number of overlapping features. A sample snapshot of the DT is shown in Figure 1 . 
Embedding Distributional Thesaurus
Now, from the DT network, we prepare the vector representation for each node using network rep-resentation learning models which produce vector representation for each of the node in a network. For this purpose, we use three state-of-the-art network representation learning models as discussed below.
DeepWalk: DeepWalk (Perozzi et al., 2014) learns social representations of a graph's vertices by modeling a stream of short random walks. Social representations signify latent features of the vertices that capture neighborhood similarity and community membership. LINE: LINE (Tang et al., 2015) is a network embedding model suitable for arbitrary types of networks: undirected, directed and/or weighted. The model optimizes an objective which preserves both the local and global network structures by capturing both first-order and second-order proximity between vertices. node2vec: node2vec (Grover and Leskovec, 2016 ) is a semi-supervised algorithm for scalable feature learning in networks which maximizes the likelihood of preserving network neighborhoods of nodes in a d-dimensional feature space. This algorithm can learn representations that organize nodes based on their network roles and/or communities they belong to by developing a family of biased random walks, which efficiently explore diverse neighborhoods of a given node. Note that, by applying network embedding models on DT network we obtain 128 dimensional vector for each word in the network. We only consider edges of the DT network having edge weight greater or equal to 50 for network embedding. Henceforth, we will use D2V-D, D2V-L and D2V-N to indicate vector representations obtained from DT network produced by DeepWalk, LINE and node2vec, respectively.
After obtaining vector representations, we also explore whether these can be combined with the pre-trained vector representation of Word2vec and GloVE to come up with a joint vector representation. For that purpose, we directly use very wellknown GloVe 1.2 embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014) trained on 840 billion words of the common crawl dataset having vector dimension of 300. As an instance of pre-trained vector of Word2vec, we use prominent pre-trained vector representations prepared by trained on 100 billion words of Google News using skip-grams with negative sampling, having dimension of 300.
Vector Combination Methods
In order to integrate the word vectors, we apply two strategies inspired by Goikoetxea et al. (2016) . Concatenation (CC): This corresponds to the simple vector concatenation operation. Vector representations of both GloVe and Word2vec are of 300 dimensions and word embeddings learnt form DT are of 128 dimensions. The concatenated representation we use are of 428 dimensions. Principal Component Analysis (PCA): Principal component analysis (Jolliffe, 1986 ) is a dimensionality reduction statistical procedure that uses an orthogonal transformation to convert a set of observations of possibly correlated variables into a set of values of linearly uncorrelated variables called principal components (linear combinations of the original variables). We apply PCA to the concatenated representations (dimension of 428) reducing these to 300 dimensions. In addition to PCA, we try with truncated singular value decomposition procedure (Hansen, 1987) as well, but as per the experiment set up, it shows negligible improvement in performance compared to simple concatenation; hence we do not continue with the truncated singular value decomposition for dimensionality reduction. After obtaining the combined representations of words, we head towards evaluating the quality of the representation.
Experiments and Analysis
In order to evaluate the quality of the word representations, we follow the most acceptable way of applying on different NLP tasks like word similarity and word relatedness, synonym detection and word analogy as described next.
Word Similarity and Relatedness
In this genre of tasks, the human judgment score for each word pair is given; we report the Spearman's rank correlation coefficient (ρ) between human judgment score and the predicted score by distributional model. Note that, we take cosine similarity between vector representations of words in a word pair as the predicted score. Datasets: We use the benchmark datasets for evaluation of word representations. Four word similarity datasets and four word relatedness datasets are used for that purpose. The descriptions of the word similarity datasets are given below. WordSim353 Similarity (WSSim) : 203 word Similarly, a brief overview of word relatedness datasets is given below: WordSim353 Relatedness (WSR) : 252 word pairs extracted from WordSim353 (Finkelstein et al., 2001 ) dataset by manual classification, prepared by Agirre et al. (2009) Bruni et al. (2014) .
Along with these datasets we use the full WordSim353 (WS-353) dataset (includes both similarity and relatedness pairs) (Finkelstein et al., 2001) which contains 353 word pairs, each associated with an average of 13 to 16 human judgments in a scale of 0 to 10. Being inspired by , we consider only noun pairs from SimL and MEN datasets, which will be denoted as SimL-N and MEN-N whereas other datasets contain noun pair only.
We start with experiments to inspect individual performance of each of the vector representations for each of the datasets. Table 1 represents individual performances of GloVe, Word2vec, D2V-D, D2V-L and D2V-N for different datasets. In most of the cases, GloVe produces the best results although no model is a clear winner for all the datasets. Interestingly, D2V-D and D2V-N give results comparable to GloVe and Word2vec for the word similarity datasets, even surpassing GloVe and Word2vec for few of these. D2V-L gives very poor performance, indicating that considering second order proximity in the DT network while embedding has an adverse effect on performance in word similarity and word relatedness tasks, whereas random walk based D2V-D and D2V-N which take care of neighborhood and community, produce decent performance. Henceforth, we ignore the D2V-L model for the rest of our experiments.
Next, we investigate whether network embeddings applied on Distributional Thesaurus network can be combined with GloVe and Word2vec to improve the performance on the pre-specified tasks. In order to do that, we combine the vector representations using two operations: concatenation (CC), and principal component analysis (PCA). Table 2 represents the performance of combining GloVe with D2V-D and D2V-N for all the datasets using these combination strategies. In general, PCA turns out to be better technique for vector combination than CC. Clearly, combining DT embeddings and GloVe boosts the performance for all the datasets except for the MEN-N dataset, where the combined representation produces comparable performance.
In order to ensure that this observation is consistent, we try combining DT embeddings with Word2vec. The results are presented in Table 3 and we see the same improvement in the performance except for a few cases, indicating the fact that combining word embeddings prepared form DT network is helpful in enhancing performances. From Tables 1, 2 and 3 we see that GloVe proves to be best for most of the cases, D2V-N is the best performing network embedding, and PCA turns out to be the best combination technique. Henceforth, we consider PCA (GloVe, D2V-N) as our model for comparison with the baselines for the rest of the experiments.
Further, to scrutinize that the achieved result is not just the effect of combining two different word vectors, we compare PCA (GloVe, D2V-N) against combination of GloVe and Word2vec (W2V). Table 4 shows the performance comparison on different datasets and it is evident that PCA (GloVe, D2V-N) gives better results compared to PCA (GloVe, W2V) in most of the cases. Now, as we observe that the network embedding from DT network helps to boost the performance of Word2vec and GloVe when combined with them, we further compare the performance against the case when text based embeddings are combined with embeddings from lexical resources. For that purpose, we take one baseline (Goikoetxea et al., 2016) , where authors combined the text based representation with WordNet based representation. Here we use GloVe as the text based representation and PCA as the combination method as prescribed by the author. Note that, WordNet based representation is made publicly available by Goikoetxea et al. (2016) . From the second and third columns of Table 5 , we observe that even though we do not use any manually created lexical resources like WordNet our approach achieves comparable performance. Additionally we check whether we gain in terms of performance if we integrate the three embeddings together. Fourth column of Table 5 shows that we gain for some of the datasets and for other cases, it has a negative effect. Looking at the performance, we can conclude that automatically generated DT network from corpus brings in useful additional information as far as word similarity and relatedness tasks are concerned.
So far, we use concatenation and PCA as methods for combining two different representations. However, as per the literature, there are different ways of infusing knowledge from different lexical sources to improve the quality of pre-trained vector embeddings. So we compare our proposed way of combination with a completely different way of integrating information from both dimensions, known as retrofitting. Retrofitting is a novel way proposed by Faruqui et al. (2015) for refining vector space representations using relational information from semantic lexicons by encouraging linked words to have similar vector representations. Here instead of using semantic lexicons, we use the DT network to produce the linked words to have similar vector representation. Note that, for a target word, we consider only those words as linked words which are having edge weight greater than a certain threshold. While experimenting with various thresholds, the best results were obtained for a threshold value of 500. Table 6 shows the performance of GloVe representations when retrofitted with information from DT network. Even though in very few cases it gives little improved performance, compared to other combinations presented in Table2, the correlation is not very good, indicating the fact that retrofitting is probably not the best way of fusing knowledge from a DT network.
Further, we extend our study to investigate the usefulness of DT embedding on other NLP tasks like synonym detection, SAT analogy task as will be discussed next.
Synonym Detection
We consider two gold standard datasets for the experiment of synonym detection. The descriptions of the used datasets are given below. TOEFL: It contains 80 multiple-choice synonym questions (4 choices per question) introduced by Landauer and Dumais (1997) , as a way of evaluating algorithms for measuring degree of similarity between words. Being consistent with the previous experiments, we consider only nouns for our experiment and prepare TOEFL-N which contains 23 synonym questions.
ESL: It contains 50 multiple-choice synonym questions (4 choices per question), along with a sentence for providing context for each of the question, introduced by Turney (2001) . Here also we consider only nouns for our experiment and prepare ESL-N which contains 22 synonym questions. Note that, in our experimental setup we do not use the context per question provided in the dataset for evaluation. While preparing both the datasets we also keep in mind the availability of word vectors in both downloaded GloVe representation and prepared DT embedding. For evaluation of the word embeddings using TOEFL-N and ESL-N, we consider the option as the correct answer which is having highest cosine similarity with the question and report accuracy. From the results presented in Table 7, we see that DT embedding leads to boost the performance of GloVe representation. Table 7 : Comparison of accuracies between GloVe representation, DT embedding using node2vec and combination of both where PCA is the combination technique. Clearly DT embedding is helping to improve the performance of GloVe for synonym detection as well as analogy detection.
Analogy Detection
For analogy detection we experiment with SAT analogy dataset. This dataset contains 374 multiple-choice analogy questions (5 choices per question) introduced by Turney and Bigham (2003) as a way of evaluating algorithms for measuring relational similarity. Considering only noun questions, we prepare SAT-N, which contains 159 questions. In order to find out the correct answer from the 5 options given for each question, we take up a score (s) metric proposed by Speer et al. (2017) , where for a question 'a 1 is to b 1 ', we will consider 'a 2 is to b 2 ' as the correct answer among the options, whose score (s) is the highest. Score (s) is defined by the author as follows: s = a 1 .a 2 + b 1 .b 2 + w 1 (b 2 − a 2 ).(b 1 − a 1 ) + w 2 (b 2 − b 1 ).(a 2 − a 1 ) As mentioned by the authors, the appropriate values of w 1 and w 2 is optimized separately for each system using grid search, to achieve the best performance. We use accuracy as the evaluation metric. The last row of Table 7 presents the comparison of accuracies (best for each model) obtained using different embeddings portraying the same observation that combination of GloVe and DT embeddings leads to better performance compared to GloVe and DT embeddings when used separately. Note that, the optimized values of (w 1 , w 2 ) are (0.2,0.2), (0.8,0.6), (6,0.6) for GloVe, DT embedding, combined representation of GloVe and DT embeddings respectively, for the analogy task.
Conclusion
In this paper we showed that both dense count based model (GloVe) and predictive model (Word2vec) lead to improved word representation when they are combined with word representation learned using network embedding methods on Distributional Thesaurus (DT) network. We tried with various network embedding models among which node2vec proved to be the best in our experimental setup. We also tried with different methodologies to combine vector representations and PCA turned out to be the best among them. The combined vector representation of words yielded the better performance for most of the similarity and relatedness datasets as compared to the performance of GloVe and Word2vec representation individually. Further we observed that we could use the information from DT as a proxy of WordNet in order to improve the stateof-the-art vector representation as we were getting comparable performances for most of the datasets. Similarly, for synonym detection task and analogy detection task, the same trend of combined vector representation continued, showing the superiority of the combined representation over state-of-theart embeddings. All the datasets used in our experiments which are not under any copyright protection, along with the DT embeddings are made publicly available 2 .
In future we plan to investigate the effectiveness of the joint representation on other NLP tasks like text classification, sentence completion challenge, evaluation of common sense stories etc. The overall aim is to prepare a better generalized representation of words which can be used across languages in different NLP tasks.
